
FILM EXAMINATION & CLASSIFICATION CATALOGUE
List of Films Examined and Classified in July 2022

NO. NAME OF FILM GENRE SYNOPSIS JUSTIFICATION C.A.I RATING COUNTRY 
OF ORIGIN

DURATIO
N 
(MINUTE
S)

DATE 
CLASSIFIE
D

VENUE CLIENT CONTACT

PLATFORM

1 Rashtra Kavach OM Action

Rashtra Karachi OM is an action 
Indian film depicting Rishi as an 
OM opara commando in a top 
secret mission for his nation.He 
goes to work with his top notch 
combat skills and realised that his 
personal and professional life is 
intertwined with multiple layers 
of betrayal and deceit.

Pain inflicting violence 
scenes,cold blood murder 
fights and combat with few 
torture scenes. Alcohol 
drinking and smoking 
scenes,mild scary scenes of 
torture and combat fights.

V,A,S 16 India 135 01/07/2022 Westgate
Century 
pictures

cedric@centur
ycinemax.net Cinema

2 Rockecty -thr Nambi effect Docu-drama 

Nambi, a patriotic scientist 
struggled hard to ensure India got 
on top of space Radar just to be 
framed a spy.He throughout his 
elderly life tries to prove his 
innocence.

The film contains use of 
violence and alcohol. 
constant use of vulgar 
language. V,A,L 16 India 157 01/07/2022 Sarit Centre

Century 
pictures

cedric@centur
ycinemax.net Cinema

3 THOR-Love and Thunder Action- Adventure

 Thor embarks on a journey unlike 
anything he has ever faced a quest 
for inner peace.However his 
retirement gets interupted as Gor 
the butcher a galactic killer who 
seeks the exticntion of the gods .

the film contains violent 
scenes coupled with mass 
murders. There is depiction 
of nudity and kissing ,the 
violent scenes exposes 
horrific experiences. V,N,S 16 USA 120 01/07/2022 Green span 

Crimson 
Multimedia

Collins@crims
onmultimedia.
com Cinema

4 Kyalo culture episode 4 Reality Show

The story of Betty Kyallo 
continues ...this episode highlights 
how she has grown in her career 
as a TV presenter and the people 
who have been significant in this 
journey.

minimal classifiable 
elements hence suitable for 
general family viewing. - GE Kenya 28 04/07/2022 office/kfcb

Young Rich 
Tv

caroline@youn
grichtv.com Showmax

5 Roast house Sanaa Comedy

Sanaipei Tande is brought into 
roasting seat where several other 
comedians roast her looking at 
different aspects of her life.

the film contains use of 
vulgar language, use of 
alcohol L,A 16 Kenya 29 04/07/2022 office/kfcb

Young Rich 
Tv

caroline@youn
grichtv.com Showmax

6 Kyalo culture episode 5 Reality Show

This episode highlights the life of 
Betty as a business woman from 
how she parted ways with her 
business partner and starts her 
own Betty Palour (Flair by betty). 
The sister as well as mercy 
narrates her experience of trauma 
as she tried to do IVF which send 
her to one month of being 
hospitalized and her mother 
taking care of her .this created a 
strong bond between the mother 
and daughter.

Low impact clasifiable 
elements - GE  Kenya 22 12/07/2022 office/kfcb

Young Rich 
Tv

caroline@youn
grichtv.com Showmax



7 Khuda Haafiz Action

After being rescued from Noman 
by her husband Sammer Chaudry,
Nargis has still not overcome the 
trauma of being raped in the 
forein soil. Nargis frequently 
changes her jobs as she feels 
people are symphatizing her 
which reminds her of the trauma 
and drives her to depression for 
which she is on meditation but the 
doctor does not agree as she is on 
high medication. Sameer's friend 
Deepak looses his brother and 
sister inlaw through a tragic road 
accident leaving Nadini their 
daughter all depressed.Sameer 
takes Nadini to his home an idea 
which was not welcomed by the 
wife,Nargis but soon things 
change in a week when they both 
developed a deep bond and they 
decide to adopt her. Their 
happiness is cut short after a call 
from the school that the little girl 
is missing and has been 
kidnapped with her friend Seema 
by Bhacchu Thakur a brat who 
has one sided love for Seema. 
Sameer seeks help from the 
authorities who never bothered to 
help since they are deeply 
connected to the offenders 
grandmother who is a powerful 
public figure. Sameer and Seema's 
brother took the law into their 
hands by hunting down the killers 
of the girls after they found out 
that they were both raped by 
Bhacchu and friends that led to 
the dead of the little Nadini.

The scenes of kidnapping ,
scenes of murder,killings 
and use of weapons.The 
violence is intense 
throughout the film. V,C 18+ Kenya 150 08/07/2022 Westgate

Crimson 
Multimedia

Collins@crims
onmultimedia.
com Cinema

8 Arabuko Drama/Action

 Arabuko is a feature film telling 
us a story of two childhood 
friends who chooses different 
paths,one is a ranger and the other 
is a poacher.They were both 
raised in a village where early 
child marriages were thriving,
poverty and crime/corruption 
were the order of the day. The 
bond of their friendship is broken 
when the ranger discovers that his 
friend who they grew up together 
struggling is a poacher who was 
working with the people in 
authorities to smuggle the 
elephant and rhino horns.The 
ranger risks his life to save the 
wildlife by aprehending the 
culprits including his friend.

The film contains scenes of 
violence in form of 
physical fights,use of 
arrows and guns ,poaching 
and smuggling of wildlife 
horns, early marriage 
practice. V,C 16 Kenya 61 12/07/2022 kfcb/office

9 Pundit Drama/Action

The film revolves around a 
mysterious photographer who 
specializes in secretly taking 
intimate photos of people and 
using the pictures to blackmail the 
subjects for money. He 
accidentally kills on of the 
subjects and ends up on the run ,
coincidentally hiding out in the 
lead investing officer's house who 
happens to be his friend.The 
murder is blamed on one of his 
victims ,mhesh who in turn helps 
cops solve the murder in a bid to 
exonerate himself. The Pundit is 
eventually apprehended and is 
killed in an attempt to run from 
the authorities.

the film contains violent 
scenes as the main 
character is shown to push 
the victim who falls to her 
death surrounded by a pool 
of blood.There are various 
depictions of bhang and 
alcohol use. The overall 
theme ,blackmail,is also of 
a criminal nature hence the 
classification 16

16 Kenya 79 15/07/2022 kfcb/office

10 Kyallo culture kulture ep 6 Reality show

This series highlights life of betty 
kyallo and the experiences she 
had with men who have happened 
to be in her life.Her friend Lilian 
Muli narrates her experience as 
well in this space of dating. She 
narrates that her life and 
relationship with her father was 
good until they separated with 
mother. Betty gives advice to her 
young siblings Mercy and Gloria 
as how to live in the space of 
dating and to take their time.

low impact of classifiable 
elements. - GE Kenya 30 15/07/2022 kfcb/office

Young Rich 
Tv

caroline@youn
grichtv.com Showmax

11  The roast House-Nviiri/kagweComedy

This episode features Nviiri a 
famous artist of sol generation 
and Kagwe Mungai a musician.

The film has scenes of 
vulgar language(F)use of 
alcohol and smoking L,A,S 16+ Kenya 28 15/07/2022 kfcb/office

Young Rich 
Tv

caroline@youn
grichtv.com Showmax



12  Hit the first case Crime/drama 

Hit: The first case is a crime 
drama Indian film depicting 
vikram ,a police officer of the 
homicide intervention team 
suffering from PTSD from an 
incident that is not fully 
explained.A young lady was 
burned alive in front of his 
eyes by masked men. since 
then he has been afraid of fire.
Despite being adviced to retire 
from active service and panick 
attacks ,Vikram continues to 
investigate the kidnapping case 
of two girls one of which 
happens to be his own 
girlfriend Neha.

violent scenes coupled with 
cold blood murders,horrific 
scenes of dead decaying 
bodies ,use of strong 
language,LGBTQ theme 
depicted towards the end,
kissing and inclusion of 
sensual scenes. V,S,H 18+ India 125 14/07/2022 Sarit centre

Century 
pictures

cedric@centur
ycinemax.net Cinema

13 Shabaash Mithu Sports

The film is a biographical drama ,
the film spans across the journey 
the journey of shabaash mithu 
giving a peek into the struggles of 
women in the apparaently male 
dominated sports.Her story 
inspires a team that represents 
India for the world cup in India 
and scooped a second runners up.

the film was rated PG 
because it contained a 
couple of bullying scenes,
use of alcohol mild scenes 
and use of curse words 
identified though sparingly. A,V,P PG India 163 14/07/2022 Sarit centre

Century 
pictures

cedric@centur
ycinemax.net Cinema

14 Rising son Drama 

 Lokidon a young man goes 
through traumatising life event as 
he grows up. His father ,a 
fisherman and alcoholic sells their 
all house belongings and runs 
away leaving them and out of 
school due to lack of school fees.
They do manual jobs together 
with his mom just to afford one 
meal .life starts getting better ,
lokidons mum opens a small 
roadside hotel which she runs 
with the help of his sons .lokidon 
gets scholarshipand his mum dies.
he rises agaisnt all odds to 
overcome the best in his school.

use of alcohol by lokidons 
father ,mild scenes of 
violence when lokidons 
father beats hisb mum. A,V,P 16 Drama 60  18/07/2022 office/kfcb

15 The Elephant of Selenkay Documentary

The film is a documentary 
narrating to us about the lifespan 
of the elephants named Selenkay 
and how the community of maasai 
are dealing with the elephants that 
destroys their crops daily and 
endangering their lives and also 
the beauty of  Elephant 
conservation.

The film has no classifiable 
elements therefore suitable 
for general family viewing. - GE Kenya 54 07/04/2022 office/kfcb

16  Sura Mbili Drama 

Diblo finds himself entangled in a 
family web of vengeance by 
Zaituni.Zaituni is out to mess up 
his life by employing witch craft 
and haunting both Diplo and his 
brother. The family is an the 
verge of tearing up when finally 
the law catches with Zaituni.

the film use of alcohol 
contains use of witchcrafts 
and socery, indication of 
dead images of people 
apperaing as ghosts, use of 
alcohol coupled with 
clubbing. A,H,V 16 Kenya 60 26/07/2022 0ffice/kfcb

17 Kamtupe Crime-Drama 

 Kamtupe is a Kenyan film by 
origin crime and drama by nature 
narrating the story of George a 
government worker who got 
robbed of his laptop when he 
ventures into the rough 
neighborhood  of Islando to 
relocate a relative. A fate would 
have it the laptop happened to 
hold very crucial state information 
that if leaked to the public would 
plunge the country into a civil 
war.

The film contains violence 
in form of robbery and 
gunshots ,mild obscenity in 
form of middle finger,
alcohol and smoking 
scenes and rampant use of 
abusive language of 'kuma 
wewe' ,"punguza nyege","
toa umalaya hapa","haja 
wewe","mtoto mtaro"

V,C,A,S 16  Kenya 51 23/07/2022 office/kfcb Sanaa media King kaka Cinema



18 Shamshera  India

In the fictitious city if kaza a 
warrior tribe is imprisoned ,
enslaved and tortured by a 
rtuthless authoritarian Shudh 
Singh. Shamshera is the legend 
for his tribe who relentlessly 
fights for his tribes and freedom 
and dignity.

the film contains multiple 
scenes of violence, there is 
immense torture scenes 
coupled with cold blood 
murders,a sensual scene 
was witnessed. V,S,H 18 India 168 22/07/2022 office/kfcb

century 
pictures

19 Hot Seat Crime/mystery

Orlando Friar ,a hacker and an IT 
expert is forced to steal money 
online or have his daughter 
abducted .Orlando has to play 
along as the unseen hacker had a 
bomb planted inder his seat.He 
plays along with the unseen until 
he outsmarts him.Orlando later 
realizes that the identity of a the 
unseen hacker was his friend 
Enzo. He manages to detonate the 
bomb with the help of a bomb 
expert. Enzo is gunned down.

the film contains violence 
in form of gunshots,bomb 
explosion,cyber crime and 
cyber bullying,mild 
explosions ,scary scenes ,
use of vulgar language 
frequently in form of 'fuck 
,'fuck it,bullshit,asshole,
mother fucker,fucking 
idiot. V,L,H 16 USA 104 22/07/2022 office/kfcb

20 Out of Africa Drama 

Karen a baron from Denmark 
ventures into Kenya at a start of 
the 20th century. She weds a man 
called blixels who forces her to 
farm coffee but abandons the farm 
to her. She falls in love with a 
poacher and game explorer called 
Dennis .He shows her around 
Kenya ,he takes her to several 
game drives during which they 
are attacked by lions.He takes her 
on a airplane ride over the rift 
valley .One day she contracts 
disease and decides to go back to 
denmark for treatment. when she 
came back she spends more time 
with Dennis before he dies and he 
is burried in the bush.

very strong adult theme of 
infidelity,casual intercourse 
and promiscuity,frequent 
use of alcohol and 
cigarretes,scary scenes with 
lions. S,C,L,N 16 USA 154 21/07/2022 office/kfcb

21 A horse called wish Family drama

A horse called wish is a family 
drama film USA by origin 
narrating the story of a fifteen 
years old working girl called 
Cindy who manages to secure 
herself a job as a stable hand at a 
local upper class riding school ,a 
fact must be kept secret from her 
mother who hates riding and 
anything horse related ,a hate 
developed after the death of her 
husband which was actually 
caused by a horse liked by Cindy 
wish.Cindy thrusted into the 
vibrant world of a school 
preparing for the visit of an 
olympic talent scout where she 
had to navigate the turbulent 
relationship with Beth ,the 
daughter of the head of riding 
school all the while uncovering 
the secrets of wish the ominous 
and forbidden stallion stabled at 
the horse school.

mild bullying scenes,where 
both and her sister are 
shown bullying cindy in 
several scenes .Mild scary 
scenes of horse 'Wish" V PG USA 84  21/07/2022 office/kfcb



22  Nope Sci-fiction

After random objects falling from 
the sky results into the death of 
their father,ranch owning siblings 
OJ and Emerald Haywood attempt 
to capture the video evidence of a 
flying object(alien ship) with the 
help of a technical saleman Angel 
Torres and documentarian Antlers 
Holst as depicted in this American 
sci- fi film'Nope' 

The film contains violent 
scary scenes ,some 
characterised with murders 
and attacks by alien crafts,
use of strong language 
throughout the movie,
smoking in form of vapes 
and use of alcohol. V,L,S,A 16 USA 50 27/07/2022 Office/kfcb

23 Igiza episode 6 Drama 

Nicole tries to get to Regies safe 
but is unable to since doesn't 
know the password.Reggie 
ctaches her and Nicole blows the 
whistle on Linda's relationship 
with CJ.reggie is shocked and a 
fight erupts between the two with 
long burried resentments coming 
to surface to ultimately clash in a 
steamy embrace with his wife.
Only its not his wife ..its Nicole 
impersonating Linda his wife. In 
prison Linda calls CJ for help but 
he hangs up on her.He is only in 
for the money after all but atleast 
the warden on her side.Linda 
stands a chance to get out of 
prison and back into her own life .
Unfortunately Linda's life outside 
is a prison of different kind.

use of alcohol Reggie is 
seen sipping whisky,
violence at the prison ,
women are constantly 
fighting,crime:money 
launering in Chris's 
company A,V,C 16 Kenya 48 25/07/2022 office/kfcb

yare 
productions

mwende.
dina@gmail.
com Showmax

24 Igiza episode 7 Drama 

Dirty money lies a hidden agenda 
and more intrigue than you fit in 
the Regies safe. He has a lot to 
deal with ,not only has he 
murdered CJ in cold blood murder 
but was caught in a camera 
leaving CJ apartments.David 
knows all about CJ wants his cut 
of the share of the dirty money,no 
wonder Reggie has started to 
drink heavily.Nicole and Dom 
Just want to get their hands on the 
cash they agreed on and get out of 
the country.Dom cant get hold of 
his mother Salome in prison and 
its not likely Salome to ignore his 
calls. Dom causes a scene that he 
gets remanded into custody for 
one day. It's Dom's confsicated 
phone that the prison warden uses 
to call Nicole.He warns her ,'Nesh 
i'm coming for you, will see about 
that ..wonders Nesh.

there are scenes of violence 
,alcohol and bullying. A,V,C 16 50 25/07/2022 office/kfcb

yare 
productions

mwende.
dina@gmail.
com Showmax

25  Igiza episode 8 Drama/Crime

Episode 8 shows us events turning 
against Nicole and Dom. Dom 
was released but was being 
followed without nocing it.
Salome is placed at the solitary 
cell when the warden found out 
about her plans with Nicole and 
Dom through linda. The inmates 
stage a strike and there is chaos 
everywhere in the prison bringing 
confusion its at this moment when 
lLinda sneaks to Salome's solitary 
cell and stabs her to death after 
finding out that its her who was 
involved in the story of setting her 
up and swapping her with her 
twin sister Nicole by the help of 
Dom her son. Regie discovers the 
whole truth about the imposter 
Nicole who poses as Linda when 
he receives the DNA results. 

Nicole strangles matty to 
death,Linda stabs Salome 
to death,mild sces of use of 
alcohol A,V,C 16 Kenya 42 25/07/2022 office/kfcb

yare 
productions

mwende.
dina@gmail.
com Showmax

26 Igiza episode 9 Drama/crime

Nicole and Dom plan on taking 
David's money from Reggie 
without his knowledge. An 
investigator hunts down Nicole 
and takes her to the police station 
in regard to the death of Matty 
who Nicole killed. At the prison, 
Linda is blackmailed by Jamilla to 
kill Salome for her protection,he 
staged riots and  the staged riot 
leaves senje as the blamed party. 
Dom manages to get money from 
Regie but before escaping the 
country he receives sad news 
from prison that his mother is 
dead.Meanwhile Nicole gets 
home from custody after framing 
Reggie for Matty's murder only to 
find Linda at home.

Foul/lewd language,money 
laundering,blood images A,V,C 16 Kenya 46 25/07/2022 office/kfcb

yare 
productions

mwende.
dina@gmail.
com Showmax



27 Igiza episode 10 Drama/

The episode begins with both 
Nicole and Linda at Regies house 
where the prison warden has 
come to take Nicole back prison.
Nicole is shocked to discover that 
Reggie knows she has been 
deceiving them. On their way 
back to prison,Nicole's journey is 
cut short by Reggie and Linda 
who realised that Dom who posed 
as David's men took the money 
instead.They take Nicole 
forcefully and forces her to take 
them where the money is.Dom 
agrres to strike a deal with them if 
they give him Nicole ,they will 
get back their money.Ian is sadly 
kidnapped by men sent by chris .
Back at the house Reggie and 
Linda gets the news that Ian has 
been kidnapped because of the 
missing money.During the visit to 
prison,Dom asks a warden to take 
revenge for his mother Salome.

Physical fights,money 
laundering,use of lewd 
language. A,V,C 16 Kenya 41 25/07/2022 office/kfcb

yare 
productions

mwende.
dina@gmail.
com Showmax

28 Camp Gateway Adventure

Four sheltered and priviledged 
teenage girls are sent on a jungle 
safari camp that almost none of 
them wants to be in.LIttle did the 
girls know however that when 
they are picked up at the airport ,
they have been unknowingly 
kidnapped by two highly incept 
brother and the girls must learn to 
collaborate in their attempts to 
escape captivity survive the perils 
of juncgle and eventually take the 
fight to their captors.

mild violence when the 
girls try to escape from the 
kidnappers. V,C PG USA 80 26/07/2022 office/kfcb

Akili 
Partners 
Network

aggrey.
kagai@akilinet
work.com T.V

29 House on a sea horse Comedy

When the colemans inherit a run 
down Beach house on a tropical 
Island ,siteen year old Lucy 
convinces her dad Charlie to fix 
up the place up in the process 
discovers a part of their late 
mothe's life they knew nothing 
about. However its not long ago 
before the shady lawyer arrives on 
the Islan and tries to convince 
Charlie to sell the beach house.

mild violence ,mild impact 
classifiable elements. V PG USA 84 26/07/2022 office/kfcb

Akili 
Partners 
Network

aggrey.
kagai@akilinet
work.com T.V

30 Bullet train Action

five assassins finds themselves on 
a fast moving bullet train from 
tokyo to Morioka.They discover 
that their mission is related and all 
have to complete the mission and 
step out alive.The twist and turns 
kills some and fate delivers the 
target home.

The film contains violent 
scenes  throughout,there is 
cold blood murder scenes 
with images of dead 
mutilated bodies,bloody 
scenes with unjustified 
killings,use of strong 
language. V,L 18 USA 146 28/07/2022 Diamond Plaza

Fox 
Distributors

florence@foxth
eatres.co.ke Cinema

31 Why not try Drama

Ruth a campus student loses 
control of her life due peer 
pressure, she and her colleagues 
engage in alcohol usage,one night 
stand but after a night of clubbing 
where she sleeps with a friend's 
boyfriend, decides to turn into 
christianity afterb meeting two 
gentlemen who are into gospel 
music through that experience, 
Ruth's life changes for the better 
as she embraces christianity hence 
the the title, why not try.

there's depiction of nudity, 
use of vulgar language, use 
of alcohol A,L,N 16 Kenya 41 25/07/2022 office/kfcb USIU

sasena@usiu.
ac.ke Unknown



32 House of secrets Drama

An investigative film narrating the 
encounter of lucy whomis 
investigatated over murder case of 
her boss who was murdered by 
the wife and hidden.

Alcohol and smoking 
scenes A,C PG Kenya 26 29/07/2022 office/kfcb USIU

sasena@usiu.
ac.ke Unknown

33 Ek villain returns Mystery

8 years after Rakesh Mahadkar 
reigned terror on Mumbai, 
another serial killer has taken 
birth. More brutal and more 
dangerous but one that uses the 
same cover, the Smiley Mask. Ek 
Villain Returns is the story of two 
men in one sided love. The paths 
they choose to fulfill their love 
stories decide who the Hero is and 
who is the Villain.

Frequentb strong violence, 
alcohol and a sex scene V,A,S 16 Kenya 168 29/07/2022 Sarit centre

century 
pictures

cedric@centur
ycinemax.net

34 Vikrant Rona Action

Inspector vikrant is assigned a 
case involving 14 missing 
children in a remote jungle village 
called Kamaroitu. It is revealed 
that 28 years ago a landlord's son 
by the name sanju stolen jewels 
from the village temple. 
Madhara's and Raghara's family 
were blamed for the theft and 
their family including their baby 
sister were killed by the villagers. 
Vikrant discovers that Madhara 
was masqueradaing as the village 
school teacher and Raghara was 
pretending to be sanju as they 
waged vangeance on the villager's 
children

Stong violence, frequent 
use of alcohol, lots of 
magic and superstitious 
activities 

V,C,H,
O,A,C,
HW 16 India 147 29/07/2022 westgate

century 
pictures

cedric@centur
ycinemax.net

35 Dc league of super pets USA

Super dog krypto and superman 
are inseparable best friends 
sharing the same superpowers and 
fighting crime in metropolis side 
by side. When superman and 
justice league team got 
kidnapped,krypto had to convince 
arag tag shelter pack ace, the 
potbellied pig, melton the turtle 
and chip the squirrel to master 
their own newfound superpowers 
and help him rescue the DC 
superheroes

Mild violence and 
profanity V,L PG USA 106 29/07/2022

Greenspan 
mall

Crimson 
Multimedia

Collins@crims
onmultimedia.
com cinema
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1 Beast Thriller

Dr. Nate Daniels and his two 
teenage daughters travel to a 
SouthAfrican game reserve 
managed by Martin Battler, an 
old family friend and wildlife 
biologist. However, what 
begins as a journey of healing 
soon turns into a fearsome fight 
for survival when a lion, a 
survivor of blood thirsty 
poachers begin stalking them.

Many scenes 
containing horrific 
images, Gory image 
of human remains 
and an attacked 
mutilated body, 
Violent scenes, use 
of foul language; 
ass, fuck, son of a 
bitch. V,L,H 16 U.S.A 93 02/08/2022 Garden city Fox Distributors florence@foxtheatres.co.keCinema

2 Laal singh chaddha Drama comedy

Laal signh chaddha narrates the 
story of Laal singh who is 
suffering from IQ problems. 
We are taken through his 
journey as a child living with 
IQ problems, challenges he 
faces during his chiildhood life 
such as bullying in school and 
how he met his first childhood 
girlfriend Rupa. After the death 
of Rupa's mother and arrest of 
her father, she moved to Laal's 
home to stay with her Aunt 
who happens to be Laal's 
househelp. The bond between 
the two got strong, we are taken 
through their education 
journey, career and their 
marriage life until the death of 
Rupa.

Violent scenes in the 
form of attacks, 
wars, fights and 
explosions. Alcohol 
and smoking scenes. 
Implied sex, kissing 
and published nude. 
Gender based 
violence. Images of 
injured and dead 
bodies. V,A,S S 16 India 159 11/08/2022 Westgate mall

Crimson Multimedia

Collins@crimsonmultimedia.comCinema

3 Raksha Bandhan Drama comedy

Lala kedarnath is the eldest son 
in a family of four sisters. 
Kedarnath makes a wish to her 
dying mother that he will only 
get married once he sees his 
sisters get married in their 
suitable homes. He has to fulfil 
the wish as he puts on pressure 
emanating from his childhood 
lover, Sapna's parents who feel 
that its time their daughter got 
married with lack of money to 
pay dowry for his sisters, he 
reverts to selling one of his 
kidneys as well as selling off 
the shop he owned . Kedarnath 
loses one of his sisters through 
suicide which chanes his mind 
to educate his remaining sisters.

Suicide, use of 
alcohol, community 
cremation V,A PG India 120 12/08/2022 Westgate mall Collins@crimsonmultimedia.comCinema



4 County 49 ep 1 Drama 

The governor for county 49 
embezzles funds to fund his 
campaighn for re-election. His 
campaign manager abducts 
elections officials to try and 
coerce themb into rigging in his 
favor, he however defeated by 
his deputy governor who 
campaigns on a truth and 
transparency platform and 
exposes him and his shady 
deals. He lobes the elections, 
gets arrested, charged and 
jailed for embezzlement of 
public funds and misuse of 
office.

Use of alcohol and 
drugs, people are 
cutting temselves to 
keep an oath of 
secrecy,kidnapping 
and torture V,H,O PG Kenya 51 03/08/2022 office/kfcb Kibanda Pictures home@kibandapictures.co.keShowmax

5 Dragon ball super hero Fantasy/Anime

The Red Ribbon Army was 
once destroyed by Son Goku. 
Individuals who carry on its 
spirit have created the ultimate 
androids -- Gamma 1 and 
Gamma 2. However, these two 
androids call themselves 
superheroes and start attacking 
Piccolo and Gohan.

Violence in fornm 
of ohysical fights 
and bullying, use of 
alcohol and 
cigarretes V,A PG Japan 90 16/08/2022 Diamond plaza Fox Distributors florence@foxtheatres.co.keCinema

6 Kyallo Kulture ep 7 Reality

Kenya media personality and 
thriving entrepreneur Betty and 
her sisters mercy and Gloria 
have a bonding session in a 
vagical spa

Gloria is seen taking 
wine, vagina talks A 16 Kenya 29 03/08/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich T.V caroline@youngrichtv.comShowmax

8 Kyallo Kulture ep 8 Reality

When Betty fell pregnant with 
Ivanna in 2014, she’d never 
been more excited. She had a 
happy pregnancy and Ivanna 
arrived in the world perfectly 
formed and very much loved by 
her parents, aunties Mercy and 
Gloria, and devoted 
grandmother.

Low impact 
classifiable element - GE Kenya 28 02/08/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich T.V caroline@youngrichtv.comshowmax

9 The roast Nameless Comedy

Roast house is a stand up 
commedy show that seeks to 
celebrate different public figure 
thrugh jokes perfomed by a 
group of comedians from stand 
up collective.

adult language,
peaple taking 
alcohol in aclub. A 16 Kenya 27 02/08/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich T.V caroline@youngrichtv.comshowmax

10 The roast Bensol Comedy

Roast house is a stand up 
commedy show that seeks to 
cebrate public figures. bensol 
an upcoming celebrity of ol 
generation is celebrated . alcohol A 16 Kenya 28 18/08/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich T.V caroline@youngrichtv.comshowmax

11 County 49 ep 2 Drama

the show revolves around a 
former governor who kidnaps 
the stiiting governor as revenge 
for unsitting him and 
dismantling the cartels he had 
formed while in office. He 
demands the entire 
countybudget as ransom and 
threatens to kill her if his 
demands are not met.mAs the 
authorities try to figure out a 
way,the governor manages to 
free herself during which one 
of her abductors gets shot. The 
governor tries to save him only 
to realise that he is amomg one 
of her county staff.

Physical violence 
insluding strangling. 
There's kidnapping 
and hatespeech V,LC PG Kenya 43 19/08/2022 office/kfcb Kibanda Pictures home@kibandapictures.co.keshowmax



12
VICKIDA NO 
VARGHODO

Drama/Romanc
e

The film narrates the story of 
vikas majethiaaka vicky and his 
three different girlfriends he 
broke up with his first two 
girlfriends during the 
highschool and college life and 
when the right time came for 
him to get married to the third 
girlfriend came,the first two 
came back life to get married to 
him a situation on who to marry 
and who not to.

Kissing scene, use 
of lewd language K,L 16 India 156 19/08/2022 Westgate mall

Crimson 
Multimedia

Collins@crimsonmulti
media.com Cinema

13 Terastorm Animation

A film depicting a team of 
superheroes who unites in an 
attempt to vanguish an ancient 
wizard who threatens to destroy 
the Earth with a powerful and 
mysterious artifact he 
repossessed.

Depiction of 
supernatural powers, 
violence on form of 
fights, gunshots and 
explosions. V,O PG Kenya 53 04/08/2022 Virtual Afrikana Digital kagzfx@gmail.com TV

14 Kyallo Kulture ep 11 Reality

Betty is featured showing her 
project in business for hosting 
events to celebrate this she 
holds the first event to watch 
formula one. Gloria host a 
puppy shower for her dog lulu. 
Mercy and her ex-boyfriend 
goes for an adventure of horse 
riding.

Low impact 
classifiable elements - GE Kenya 27 24/08/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich T.V

caroline@youngrichtv.
com Showmax

15 Liger Action

A sports film narrating the 
story and encounters of liger an 
MMA fighter in his journey to 
become the MMA champion on 
national levels. He falls in love 
with Tanya a model who rejects 
him because of his stammering 
condition forcing him to focus 
more on his career journey and 
determination to meet his 
childhood fight idol knwon 
worldwide Mark Anderson 
"Mike Tyson"

Violence in form of 
fights, use of crude 
weapons. Kissing 
and sensual scenes. 
Use of Alcohol and 
smoking. Bad 
language V,C,O 16 India 130 26/08/2022 Westgate mall

Crimson 
Multimedia

Collins@crimsonmulti
media.com Cinema

16 Paws of fury Animation

Determined to become a 
samurai, hank the dog sets to 
realise his dream. To actualize 
his dream, Hank the dog 
overcomes a fabricated charge 
and executes his planas was 
trained by Jimbo

Violence and vulgar 
language V,L PG USA 85 26/08/2022 Sarit Century Cinema

cedric@centurycinema
x.net Cinema

17 Kyallo Kulture ep 10 Reality

The shows follows the lives of 
3 sisters as they live their day 
to day lives. in this episode we 
see Gloria as she window shops 
for her first car. Mercy and 
Betty go on a double date 
where they learn how to make 
alcoholic drinks

Scenes of drinking 
of alcohol A PG Kenya 29 25/08/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich T.V

caroline@youngrichtv.
com Showmax

18 The Roast P-UNIT Comedy
A group of comedian come 
together to roast different 
celebries . in this episode the 
comedians take a hit at p unit 
duo, frasha, and gabu. they 
mock their musical caree both 
as duo and solo artists. 

Scenes of drinking 
of alcohol A,L 16 Kenya 21 31/08/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich T.V caroline@youngrichtv.comShowmax

19 Kyallo Kulture ep 12 Reality this episode highlights Gloria meeting her friend Nduta for catch up. 
Low impact 
classifiable elemnt - GE Kenya 27 31/08/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich T.V caroline@youngrichtv.comShowmax



20
Where the crowdads 
sing Thriller

the three sisters also visit 
animal rescue centre and get to 
get what dogs who have been 
rescued pas though and how 
they are taken car. mercy picks 
yvanna from school and she 
treats her for lunch. betty on the 
other hand are having good 
time with her friend Ida . 

Violent scenes. 
kissing scenes. Use 
of alcohol V,A 16 USA 125 30/08/2022 Diamond plaza Fox Distributors

florence@foxtheatres.
co.ke Cinema

21 The Roast- Prezzo Reality

A comedy show which involves 
several comedians taking shots 
at a celebrity. The roast of 
prezzo concentrates oh his 
career and showbiz through 
jokes and takes downs

Scenes of drinking 
of alcohol A 16 Kenya 26 24/08/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich T.V

caroline@youngrichtv.
com Showmax

22 Kyallo Kulture 9 Reality

Betty gives us tips on how to 
stay in shape, asides working 
out shes undergoing 
liposunction. The 3 sisters 
share how they feel about 
negative comments on their 
social media pages. Mercy 
reveals to the other 2 that she 
has decided to join only fans, a 
platform where fans pay to see 
one's content

Low impact 
classifiable elements - GE Kenya 25 24/08/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich T.V

caroline@youngrichtv.
com Showmax



FILM EXAMINATION & CLASSIFICATION CATALOGUE
List of Films Examined and Classified in September 2022

NO. NAME OF FILM GENRE SYNOPSIS JUSTIFICATION C.A.I RATI
NG

COUNTRY 
OF ORIGIN

DURATION 
(MINUTES)

DATE 
CLASSIFIED

VENUE CLIENT CONTACT
PLATFORM

1 Father and son Drama

George asks his father for money to start a 
business plan, which he intends to give his 
girlfriend who asked him for the money 
urgently. George's dad refuses to give him 
the money making George to join his friends 
who are thieves in stealing from a woman 
who is George's dad neighbor. The woman 
raises an alarm upon sighting the thieves in 
her house and George's dad comes to help 
her, unknowingly beating his son whom was 
part of the crew. He later realises that itb 
was his son that he beat up and was part of 
the thieves.

use of Alcohol, 
smoking of weed, crime 
in form of stealing, 
violence in form of 
physical fight A,V,C 16 Kenya 19 01/09/2022 office/kfcb Side bar media

wmburu2018@g
mail.com uknown

2 County 49 ep 03 Drama

Amid civil unrest and discontent, a 
disgraced security officer is compelled to 
save the governor and her chief of staff, his 
enstranged wife from a local terror group 
that has kidnapped them. The protests 
intensifies as the citizens of county 49 
demand for the release of their governor. 
The police work around the clock in search 
of the governor. The staff from the 
governors office demands for the proof of 
life from the kidnappers before giving in to 
their demands.

Violence inform of 
physicsl fights, 
gunshots, images of 
blood. Use of foul 
language V,C,L,H 16 Kenya 43 06/09/2022 office/kfcb Kibanda pictures

HOME@KIBAN
DAPICTURES.
CO.KE Showmax

3 Kyallo Kulture ep 13 Reality

on the last episode of season one of Kyallo 
Kulture, Betty and Gloria go for a vacation 
tagging along collins and ken. On the 
vacation hotel, Betty and Gloria make pizza 
for the game drive they go to with the two 
males. They later reminisce on their scenes 
of the entire shows and lessons learnt along 
the way. They regret that Mercy was not 
able to join the finale

They toast to the season 
finale by drinking wine A PG Kenya 28 06/09/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich TV

caroline@youngri
chtv.com Showmax

4
Good morning holy 
spirit Preaching

This is a tv online programme hosted by 
brother victor of in christ tv. The program 
focuses on the book of Romans

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 28 06/09/2022 office/kfcb FAITH EMBASSY MEDIA LTD

sammiengara.
mtvkenya@gmail.
com Youtube



5
Inyumba yu 
Mulogooli Documentary

The documentary traces the origin of the 
Amaragooli people, their migration and 
settlement and cultural practices. The 
Amaragooli carried traditions right from 
birth to the end. Traditions were performed 
after a child's birth to confirm that the child 
was sent by their ancestors. The boy were 
circumcised traditionally at the age of 12, 
failure to which calls for mockery in the 
society. During Marriage, they focus on the 
ubringing of the bride. Elders from the 
brides side state the dowry price of the 
bride. In death, the owner of the house is 
burried pn the right side of the house and her 
wife on the left side. The children can be 
buries anywhere in the compound. Thy 
paractised farming and christianity.

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 35 06/09/2022 office/kfcb

CynthiaAbdalla 
productions

hillaryken93@gm
ail.com uknown

6 County 49 ep 04 Drama

The episode revolves around the kidnapping 
of the governor opf county 49. The 
kidnappers continue to demand for ransom 
equivalent to the entire budget of the county. 
In absence of the governor, the deputy 
governor authorises for the kidnappers to get 
the ransom, we eventually see the ring 
leader reporting to him pointing to an inside 
job

Gun violence, crrime 
inform of kidanapping V,C,L,H 16 Kenya 43 07/09/2022 office/kfcb Kibanda pictures

HOME@KIBAN
DAPICTURES.
CO.KE Showmax

7 Digital story time
TV 
programme

Its an audio clip combining photographs 
voice narration and other audio applied for 
community development and studying. its a 
question based study for hearing impared 
students No classifiable elemnts - GE Kenya 40 07/09/2022 office/kfcb EKITABU

mercy.
musyoki@ekitabu
.com Unknown

8 The Roast of Juacali Reality

A comedy show where Juacali is sharing a 
stage with comedians who are brutality 
roasting himself who he has been in Kenya 
and the role he has been playing in Kenyas 
music undustry

Use of alcohol, vulgar 
language A,L 16 Kenya 27 07/09/2022 office/kfcb Young Rich TV

caroline@youngri
chtv.com Showmax

9 Drag me to hell Horror

When loan officer Christine Brown refuses 
an old lady an extension on her loan, the 
lady places a curse of the Lamia upon 
Christine. Once cursed, Christine's life is 
turned into a living nightmare.

Violence,Horrific 
scenes, Occultic scenes 
in form of exorcism V,O,H 18 USA 91 07/09/2022 office/kfcb BMU

nmunyi@kfcb.go.
ke

Youtube

10 BRAHMASTRA Fantasy

A love story of Shiva who sets out in search 
of love and self discovery. During his 
journey, he has to face many evils spirits 
that threaten the very existence

The film depict 
violence in form of 
fights, supernatural 
beings fighting throught 
the film.

V 16 India 166 08/09/2022 Westgate
Crimson 
Multimedia Collins@crimsonmultimedia.comCinema

11 Miezi kumi Documentary

The documentary focuses on the life of 
Zachriah Mutai, a warden that takes care of 
the rare white rhinos. He stays from his 
family for ten months. He narrates the 
challenges he has faced including being 
almost killed by an elephant but was saved 
by one of the white rhinos.

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 11 08/09/2022 office/kfcb Dylan Habil

dylanhabil254@g
mail.com Unknown

12 Love me tender Drama

The film revolves about a young woman, 
Wangechi who commits several crimes as a 
revenge to her cousin Maya for what she 
feels is unfair preference by wangechi's 
mother. Sje tries to have her friendsnatch 
Maya's boyfriend and when it doesnt work 
she tries to poison him. she also has her 
friend kidnap and kill maya but when it 
doesnt work she kills her.James ends up 
proposing to Maya and she says yes while 
Wangechi ends up mad.

Use of alcohol and 
selling of drugs. People 
smoking weed, blood 
images V,C,D,A PG Kenya 63 08/09/2022 office/kfcb Doris Kathia

doriskathia@gmai
l.com

Unknown



13 SYMPHONY Drama

Slade, a college student from a very humble 
background struggles to penetrate the music 
industry as a way to earn a living and also to 
be able to afford the medicine his grandma  
needs. He ends up being signed by Dbanj 
and outdos himself to become one of the 
celebrated musicians. His hopes are crushed 
when his grandma dies and loses the love of 
his life lolita. He overcomes the death of his 
grandma and wins back lolita and just when 
everything seemed back and better, he gets 
shoot by rogue policemen and dies.

Use of Alcohol, Mild 
violence inform of 
physical fights,Crime 
inform of bank frauds, A,V,C P.G Nigeria 123 09/09/2022 office/kfcb SULCATA ENTERTAINMENT

kerikomungai@g
mail.com Cinema

14
Tales from the 
pandemic Documentary

A documentary about the effect of the 
pandemic on different sectors of the society. 
one of the interviewees is a mucisian who 
remebered how all her events were cancelled 
during the lockdown. one headmaster said 
that his students resorted to drugs and 
teenage pregnancy. A pharmacist says that a 
lot of patients came in but could not get 
appropriate care

Reference to drugs and 
teenage pregnancy D PG Kenya 60 14/09/2022 office/kfcb

hillaryken93@gm
ail.com Unknown

15 This is love sn 1 ep 1
Documentary-
Reality

A kenyan docu-reality narrating the story of 
two veteran musicians Nameless and Wahu 
one of the Kenya's most admired celebrity 
couple. It is the first time ever the couple is 
opening up their lives to their audience 
through this film. This series highlights their 
timeless love and legendary history as well 
as the lessons they have picked up along 
their career journey. In this episode, tells 
their journey dating back in campus at the 
University of Nairobi. No classifiable elements - GE Kenya 26 14/09/2022 office/kfcb Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

16 This is love sn 1 ep 2
Documentary-
Reality

A kenyan docu-reality narrating the story of 
two veteran musicians Nameless and Wahu 
one of the Kenya's most admired celebrity 
couple. It is the first time ever the couple is 
opening up their lives to their audience 
through this film. This series highlights their 
timeless love and legendary history as well 
as the lessons they have picked up along 
their career journey. In this episode, Wahu 
shares her relationship experience with her 
daughter Tumiso and the challenges she's 
facing bringing up a teenage daughter. No classifiable elements - GE Kenya 26 14/09/2022 office/kfcb Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

17 Hoodwatch Drama

Muthoni, a young writer who works from 
home is faced by an unforeseen tragedy that 
happens in Mombasa & this leads her to go 
down a dark road as pain and grief. With 
time healing her wounds, she rises above her 
tribulations and walks down a new path, as 
part of the HOODWATCH. Low impact classifiable elements- GE Kenya 5 14/09/2022 office/kfcb TBE Productions

eastmondmwend
a@gmail.com Kalasha



18 Ticket to paradise Romance

This is a romance/comedy film about a 
divorced couple, David and Georgia who 
team up and travel to Bali in a bid to stop 
their Lily from getting married hurriedly 
while on her vacation just after graduating. 
David and Georgia believe that their 
daughter is about to make a mistake they did 
25 years ago where they hurriedly got 
married. Their daughter however gets 
marrieddespite their first attempt to block 
the marriage from happening after they stole 
the wedding rings.

Mild use of alcohol and 
kissing scenes A,O PG USA 104 15/09/2022 Garden city mall Fox distributors

florence@foxthea
tres.co.ke Cinema

19 The devil inside Drama

Vanessa and her boyfriend Jimal are caught 
up in a fight. She confronts Jimal for raping 
her, in his defense he says that she led him 
on. Vanessa asks Jimal to turn himself to the 
police which he refuses saying that his dad 
will have the problem disappear. We see a 
dead body in Jimal's car Profanity i.e shit and fuck, image of a dead person.V,L,S PG Kenya 17 15/09/2022 office/kfcb USIU AFRICA

sasena@usiu.ac.
ke Unknown

20 Acceptance Drama

Kevin gets in a terrible accident which 
leaves him paralysed and in a wheelchair. 
His bestb friend Sam is there for him always 
and protects him from the campus bullies. 
Kevin is determined to walk again and keeps 
trying and eventually he succeeds

Low impact classifiable 
elements V GE Kenya 9 15/09/2022 office/kfcb USIU AFRICA

sasena@usiu.ac.
ke Unknown

21 Hunted Drama

The film focuses o three boys who are 
best of friends. They suddenly find 
themselves possessing some poers and 
they can teleport from place to place. 
This starts with steve, then Mathew 
follwed by Sam. They discuss this and 
decide to keep this private from the 
public eye.

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 4 15/09/2022 office/kfcb USIU AFRICA

sasena@usiu.ac.
ke Unknown

22 Knock Horror

Audi finds herself in the middle of a fotrest 
half naked. She tries to figure her way out of 
the forest and comes across a white dress 
which she wears. when she was about to get 
to the end of the forest, she hears a knock 
and she sees a hand on a treeknocking. She 
rans back to the forest where she sees more 
hands and many knocks and eventually her 
own head One scene of horror H PG Kenya 14 15/09/2022 office/kfcb USIU AFRICA

sasena@usiu.ac.
ke Unknown

23 Parachichi Drama

Parachichi, a portarit of love through 
quarantine focuses on Dorothea and her 
boyfriend Steph who are stuck together 
during covid lock down. Their relationship 
navigates the highs and the lows and they 
eventully break up

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 16 15/09/2022 office/kfcb USIU AFRICA

sasena@usiu.ac.
ke Unknown

24 Radical Drama

The film starts with news of gun fire 
explosions from terorrists that attacked a 
restaurant. 50 people are feared missing. The 
terorrists are seen torturing one of the 
victims and shoot him dead

Blood images, reported 
gun explosions, gunshot 
close up, victim torture 
and terorrism V,C 16 Kenya 4 15/09/2022 office/kfcb USIU AFRICA

sasena@usiu.ac.
ke Unknown

25 Requiem Drama

Jack is very much in love with liza for the 
first time in his life he feels vulnerable and 
frail as liz is his weakness. He discovers that 
liz has'nt been truthful to him thus he 
kidnaps and beats her up

Mild violence in form 
of a slap V PG Kenya 2 15/09/2022 office/kfcb USIU AFRICA

sasena@usiu.ac.
ke Unknown



26 Skin deep Drama

A superficial kind of love in an empty 
world. Wangui is tring to make it in the 
music industry where she signs a contact 
with a manager whon wants her to expose 
her beauty in the public an act that wangui 
isnt comfortable with. She wants to sign out 
but the contacr binds her and its too much 
for her therby she takes pills inorder to end 
her life. Attempted suicide V PG Kenya 13 15/09/2022 office/kfcb USIU AFRICA

sasena@usiu.ac.
ke Unknown

27 See how they run Drama

After the murder of the main character in na 
stage play an investigating officer is 
deployed to unearth the killer. The twist 
engulf the investigation with the list pointing 
to so many impacts eventually the killer 
shows up different from what they are 
expected.

Mild violence V PG USA 98 16/09/2022 Greenspan mall
Crimson 
multimedia

Collins@crimson
multimedia Cinema

28 This is love sn 1 ep 3
Documentary-
Reality

Wahu and mathenge discuss family issues 
including conflicting intrests. The minor 
preferences extend to choice for family 
residence

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 25 15/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

29 This is love sn 1 ep 4
Documentary-
Reality

Wahu and mathenge discuss dating 
challenges including conflicting personal 
preferences. The minor diffrences in 
preference extend to daily activities and 
undertakings

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 25 15/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

30 This is love sn 1 ep 5
Documentary-
Reality

Wahu and mathenge discuss their wedding 
and associated challenges including 
budgeting and expectations from mfriends 
and family

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 27 15/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

31 This is love sn 1 ep 6
Documentary-
Reality

Wahu and mathenge discuss their music 
journeys and how they met and winning of 
pretigious awards in Africa.

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 26 15/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

32 Mirror Mirror Drama

A film about a marriage counsellor who 
advices people to stay in marriage as her day 
job and comes back to an abusive husband. 
she gets tired eventually of the abuse and 
kills her husband. violence V PG Kenya 4 16/09/2022 office/kfcb

Moonbeam 
productions

tedjackton72@gm
ail.com Kalasha

33 This is love sn 1 ep 7
Documentary-
Reality

In this episode the crew reflect on the life 
and music career of the late Esir who is a 
legend of the kenyan music industry. We 
hear from Big pin, Wahu, Nameless and 
Maina kageni. They describe what 
transpired before a road accident that 
claimed Esir's life

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 29 16/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

34 This is love sn 1 ep 8
Documentary-
Reality

in this episode the crew reflect on their 
wedding day, honeymoon and their first 
pregnancy which led to the birth of their first 
born daughter Tumiso. It also highlights 
how they celebrated mothers day during 
thye covid pandemic

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 26 16/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

35 This is love sn 1 ep 9
Documentary-
Reality

Wahu diucusse with friends challenges 
of running afro siri salon and how best 
to attract and retain customers. The 
episode ends with a family vacation in 
malindi through Lamu

Low impact 
classifiable elements - GE Kenya 26 19/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

36 This is love sn 1 ep 10
Documentary-
Reality

Wahu and Mathenge discuss 
Mathenge's illness leading to admission 
to hospital. In this episode, they discuss 
predisposing factorss to diabetees and 
high blood pressure among other 
lifestyle diseases.

Low impact 
classifiable elements - GE Kenya 24 19/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax



37 This is love sn 1 ep 11
Documentary-
Reality

Wahu talks of her experience with a 
trusted cousin and how it affected her 
self esteem.She visits destiney rescue 
and her former school, precious blood 
Riruta

Low impact 
classifiable elements - GE Kenya 26 19/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

38 This is love sn 1 ep 12
Documentary-
Reality

Wahu and Nameless discuss how they 
have been handling family challenges 
and differences.

Low impact 
classifiable elements - GE Kenya 26 19/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

39 This is love sn 1 ep 13
Documentary-
Reality

In this episode, Nameless and Wahu visit 
their house construction site to review the 
progress, thereafter they take their team for 
teambuilding. Close friends to both 
Nameless and Wahu talk about their Musical 
career. The episode ends when Wahu takes 
Nameless out for dinner on his birthday 
where they promise each other that they'll 
stay together forever.

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 26 16/09/2022 office/kfcb Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

40 Sol family sn 2 ep 4 Reality

The film explores the day to day lives of 
Sauti Sol;savara,Bien,Chiamno and fancy 
fingers amongst the sol generation artist ie 
Nviiri and Bensol, as it dwells muchintotheir 
music making  process and generalpersonal 
annd family life. in this episode,Nviiri, 
Savara and Bensol are giving different 
stories.Bensol takes us through the day he 
went to perform in a university and 
latersurprised his sister and mother who 
were not expecting him. Nviiri takes us 
through the repairing of his car and Savara 
discusees his dating moment with wife when 
they visited kempiski hotel for vacation. Alcohol drinking scenes A PG Kenya 21 19/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

41 Sol family sn 2 ep 5 Reality

In this episode,Savara and his wifegym 
session is showed. Nvirri and his girlfriend 
go to a national park and Bensol birthday 
party is planeed by the Sol family and 
invitation of his mother as a surprise has him 
shading tears Alcohol drinking scenes A PG Kenya 26 19/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

42 Sol family sn 2 ep 6 Reality

Bien and Chiki go to Chiki's new dance 
studio called the dance shagz. They talk 
about how it was designed and how the idea 
started. Theyalso show how it will be used 
by different people to express themselves. 
the band discuss how COVID affected their 
revenue. Alcohol drinking scenes A GE Kenya 24 19/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

43 Sol family sn 2 ep 7 Reality

In this episode, Bensol opens up to Polycap 
about his relationship with his dada, a 
relationship whaich ahs always been distant. 
They talk on the need of forgiveness 
especially to parents who neglect their 
families. no classifiable elements - GE Kenya 27 19/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

44 Sol family sn 2 ep 1 Reality

The film focuses on the daily life of the sol 
group with specific episode highlighting 
events around Polycarp's birthday and baby 
shower. It also features a performance by 
both Nviiri and Bensol inn Kisii whichb was 
affected due to logistics issues.

A discussion around 
child birth - PG Kenya 25 20/09/2022 office/kfcb Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

45 Sol family sn 2 ep 2 Reality

The episode focuses on group perfomace in 
coast and their journey through music 
focusing on Nviiri ansd Bensol.

Low impact classifiable 
elements - GE Kenya 25 20/09/2022 office/kfcb Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax



46 County 49 ep 5 Drama

This episode features efforts towards the 
rescue of the governor and recovery of the 
ransom money. The effort turns messy as the 
police collide with the kidnappers and a 
blood bath occurs causing deaths on both 
sides. The governor ends up crictically 
injured and the gangsters are able to save the 
money disguised as trash in trash bags 

Gun violence, children 
in violent scenes, adult 
language, abuse of 
office & corruption. V,C,L 16 Kenya 40 20/09/2022 office/kfcb Kibanda pictures

home@kibandapi
ctures.co.ke Showmax

47 The roast of Abel comedy

Various comedians make fun out of a 
celebrity and in this episode, Abel Mutua is 
the celebrity being made fun of. Abel Mutua 
is a screen writer, a movie director and an 
entrepreneur

obscene and vulgar 
language, the set up is 
in a club where people 
are taking alcohol L,A 18 Kenya 30 20/09/2022 office/kfcb Young rich tv

caroline@youngri
chtv.com Showmax

48
The ghost and the 
darkness Action

As part of the construction of  a railway 
linking Uganda with Indian ocean in 1898, 
the British started building a railway bridge 
over the Tsavo river in Kenya. The project 
was led by John Henry lieutenant. During 
the nine months of construction, twon 
maneless Tsavo lions thought to be brothers 
and nicknamed the Ghost and Darkness 
stalked the campsite dragging workers from 
their tents at night and devouring them.

Mild violence inform of 
gun shots, scaryb 
scenes, frequent horrific 
scenes H,V 16 USA 109 21/09/2022 office/kfcb National museum Unknown

49 Woman king Historical

A historical epic inspired by true events that 
took place in the kingdom of Dahomey one 
of the most powerful states of Africa in the 
18th and 19th century

Violent scenes,magic, 
nudity V,C,S,O,A 16 USA 135 20/09/2022 Diamond plaza Fox distributors

florence@foxthea
tres.co.ke Cinema

50 Avatar sci-fi

Jake, who is paraplegic, replaces his twin on 
the Na'vi inhabited Pandora for a corporate 
mission. After the natives accept him as one 
of their own, he must decide where his 
loyalties lie.

Violence,Horror and 
Occult V,H,O 16 USA 161 22/09/2022 Greenspan mall

Crimson 
multimedia

Collins@crimson
multimedia Cinema

51 Sol family sn 2 ep 8 Reality

Nviiri and Elodie at the stables talking about 
their past experiences before dating, while 
Yvonne and Savara visit  a Japanese 
restaurant for a date.

Sexual connotative 
language. S PG Kenya 25 21/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

52 Sol family sn 2 ep 10 Reality

Noni and Bensol on a date for their 
anniversary. The episode also features 
Yvonne hosting the other sol family 
members

Kissing scenes and 
alcohol taking scenes A,S PG Kenya 25 21/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

53 Sol family sn 2 ep 11 Reality

Yvonne and Savara discuss their 
experiences as a couple and share her house 
hunting challenges. The couple also visits 
Savara's childhood neighbourhood

There is alcohol advert 
in some scenes A PG Kenya 25 21/09/2022 Virtual Young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

54 Sol family sn 2 ep 12 Reality

the entire sol family visits the Amboseli 
national park for a tour and also to inspect 
an ongoing project.

There is jemeson 
alcohol advert in some 
scenes. A PG Kenya 25 21/09/2022 Virtual young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

55 Sol family sn 2 ep 13 Reality

In this episode the sol family come together 
to celebrate their anniversary with different 
artists, Nameless, Wahu, Dela,Benzema,
Frasha,Gabu, etc, and journalist who narrate 
their story of how they came to know, work 
and interact with thye sol family

Mild alcohol drinking 
scenes A PG Kenya 27 21/09/2022 Virtual young rich tv

sharon.
lusambili@young
richtv.com Showmax

56
Tad the lost explorere 
& the emerald tablet Animation

After Tad accidentally unleashes a curse that 
endangers the lives of his friends, he sets out 
on a quest to reverse the curse of the 
mummy.

The film does not 
contain any offensive 
content - GE Kenya 91 22/9/2022 Garden city mall Fox distributors

florence@foxthea
tres.co.ke Cinema



57 Dhoka round D corner Thriller

When a delusional house wife with a 
personality disorder is taken hostage by a 
terrorist on the loose and a husband accused 
of cheating on his wife have their own 
versions of reality, how do we know who`s 
saying the truth? Dhoka Round D corner is a 
tale of lies and harsh truths.

Strong violence,one sex 
scene,lots of bad 
language

V,C,S,D,
H,L 16 India 112 23/09/2022 Westgate

Crimson 
multimedia

Collins@crimson
multimedia Cinema

58 Big trip 2 Animation

It has been a year since Mic Mic and Oscar 
returned from their incredible adventure. 
And now, after a diabolical plan by Vulture 
to sabotage the delivery of the Grizzly cub 
to his opponent in the American presidential 
elections, Mic Mic, Oscar, Panda teenager 
and Stork set off on another great adventure 
as they ride a zeppelin to return little Grizzly 
to its rightful parents and save the American 
elections and the whole continent from an 
erupting volcano. Vilonce iform of fights V PG USA 90 23/09/2022 Westgate Westgate cinema Cinema

59 Chup Thriller

The film centers on Suresh, a lonely movie 
director who stumbles into Shanti one 
evening and casts her as the lead in a film. 
In a twist of fate, Shanti becomes a superstar 
and Suresh falls from the upper echelons of 
the film industry.

the film depicts torture,
bloody scenes and 
intentional infliction of 
pain V 16 India 135 23/09/2022 Westgate

Crimson 
multimedia

Collins@crimson
multimedia Cinema

60 What is the price Short film

the film present reflection of a man who lodt 
his daughter during post election violence, 
the film depict a man in a jong question the 
reason for his survival

Th film does not 
contain any classifiable 
elements. The theme 
and tone may disturb 
younger audience - PG Kenya 5 23/09/2022 office/kfcb Guzman pictures

amoscheruiyot4@
gmail.com kalasha

61 The click Short film

Becky is working on the computer ehen a 
message informing her that she has won an 
iphone pops up. She's instructed to click the 
link to claim her price only for her devices 
to be hacked.

Moderate scenes of 
violence V 16 Kenya 7 23/09/2022 office/kfcb Guzman pictures

amoscheruiyot4@
gmail.com kalasha

62 Kwani si kesho short film

A young man wakes up from a black out 
caused by consumption of alcohol,, he gets a 
call from his classmates informing him that 
he is klate for a cat. The film shows the 
negative consequences of indulging in 
alcohol and drugs.

Scenes of alcohol and 
cigarrete, brief violent 
scene V PG Kenya 9 23/09/2022 office/kfcb Guzman pictures

amoscheruiyot4@
gmail.com kalasha

63 The enforcer Action/crime

cuda is an enforcer for a mob boss called 
estelle . she assigns him the task of 
collecting protection money from various 
business . when cuda is partnerd with a 
street fighter called stray to get protection 
money from a brothel, cuda recognises a 
teenage runaway he befriended earlier being 
abused . he retuns to the brothel and kills 
everyone . 

scenes of blood brains, 
prostitution , drugs 
smuggling , 
racketeering, one 
lesbian sex scene, 
language, alcohol, V,B,A,C,L 18+ USA 90 26/09/2022 Century juntion century pictures

cedric@centuryci
nemax.net cinema

64 Aminia short film

mystery mbuthia is an ITguy in the office he  
aspire to win a marathon in order to save his 
image and also earn the attention of the 
workmate natasha who is also being eyed by 
another workmate christopher . christopher 
and mbuthia do not see eye to eye. 

the film has instances of 
flirtation and mild 
implied sexual innuedos S,L PG KENYA 7 27/O9/2022 office/kfcb

Africa media 
digital institute 

alexndaiga01@g
mail.com Unknown



65 The messege drama

jacky receives a messege from a largest  on 
her social media network , they begin 
talking chatting on her social media network 
as they progress in their chatting her love 
intrest continues her into having phonese 
and sendsing her nude photos to him .
unfortunately these photos find their way 
into her family and friends contacts .she 
suspects her exboyfriend for leeking the 
photos and tries to kill him .

the film contains scenes 
of adults engaging in 
phonesex and sexting ,
there is frequent use of 
curse words and vulgar 
language in the film . 
there is scene of dead 
person . S,OC,V,L 18 KENYA 39 27/09/2022 office/kfcb mombasa office

bkioko@kfcb.go.
ke

Unknown

66 Unwrapped documentary

untrapped is a documentary that features 
interviews of plus size ladies giving an 
account of challenges associated with their 
size , they also intertwin the stories with the 
assistance the get from -project Huru

the film contain the 
theme of discrimination 
for plus size woman, 
there are senes showing 
rontal nudity , use of 
alcohol N,A,C,O 16 KENYA 70 28/09/2022 office/kfcb

gakiikimathi87@
gmail.com

Unknown

67 County 49 ep 6 Drama

The governor is at a critical condition in the 
hospital. meanwhile the former governor 
reunites with his family where they thrw a 
party for the hive. Malik finding out that her 
mother was killed by junior he sets out a 
courage mission against inspector Siji's 
wishes.

Scenes of violence and 
torture. Use of curse 
words V,L 16 Kenya 43 23/09/2022 office/kfcb Kibanda pictures

HOME@KIBAN
DAPICTURES.
CO.KE showmax

68 county 49 ep 7 drama

the governor is getting better and insist in 
getting discharged agains the doctors wishes 
meanwhile malik is in hot persuit of junior 
and his family. Elijah is sent by the fprmer 
governor to go and finish  killing governor 

scenes of violence 
where peaple  are 
getting shot with bloody 
scene V 16 KENYA 16 30/09/2022 Office/kfcb Kibanda pictures

HOME@KIBAN
DAPICTURES.
CO.KE showmax

69 Vikram Vedha crimethriler

Vikram a cop has to pick the real criminals 
from a crime syndicate that has organised 
criminal gangs merge with police beats in 
rug trade

scenes of violence  ,use 
of guns, and weapons , 
dead bodies ,bloody 
injured and mutilated V, B,L 16 india 150 30/09/2022 Westgate Westgate cinema Crimsonmultimediacinema

70 Ponniyin selvan 1 action 

during the chola dynasty , ponniyin selvan is 
a prince who many want to assassiate 
because  of his claim to the throe loyal 
soldies and spies fight tooth and nail to 
deliver the news to him and his family so 
that the dynasty can rule longer . his fathers 
queen looks with a leader of a rebel clan to 
take over power of the empire. 

scenes of violence , 
blood fights propanda 
for war V, B,L 16 india 170 30/09/2022 Diamond plaza

Anga imax kenya 
ltd Anga imax ltd cinema

71 Usikimie Reality

A reality show taking audiences through the 
challenges children whose parents undergo 
domestic violence faces during their lives in 
school and with other children in their 
neighbourhood.

Dead body image, 
theme of domestic 
violence V,H PG Kenya 38 30/09/2022 Office/kfcb Afriface media

brucekomum@g
mail.com Unknown


